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U N ITE D NATI O N S

Atlanta, Georgia

NAT I O N S U N I E S

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
-MESSAGE TO THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL
MODEL UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE
Atlanta, 20-22 November 2008
You are meeting at a crucial time for international cooperation. We can all sense the perils of our current passage. We face a global financial crisis and a global energy crisis. Trade
talks have collapsed, yet again. The price of rice – the food staple that feeds half the world’s
population – has more than doubled in the past year. We have seen new outbreaks of war and
violence. And many countries are not on track to reach the Millennium Development Goals by
the target date of 2015.
The threats of the 21st century spare no one. Nations can no longer protect their interests, or advance the well-being of their people, without the partnership of the rest. Yet there is
a danger of losing sight of this new reality. I worry that nations will look inward rather than towards a shared future, and that we will see a retreat from the common progress we have made.
Never have global leadership and partnership been more important.
Partnership is the way of the future. Just look at recent advances on malaria, which have
brought us within range of containing a disease that kills a child every 30 seconds. We are doing this through better planning, top-notch science and technology, and unified global management. What we are doing with malaria we must do with the other Millennium Development
Goals. Models like these can also help tackle climate change, which ever more clearly threatens our planet and is the defining issue of our era.
The challenges we face are increasingly those of collaboration rather than confrontation.
The United Nations is uniquely placed to mobilize the collective effort that is needed for success. You can count on me to do my part, and I will count on you to do yours. We are not
fated to watch our world disintegrate. Each of these challenges is the product of human
choices, of mistaken priorities, of inadequate institutions and laws. Each can be resolved
through the innovative ideas and fresh energies that will emanate from your generation of
problem solvers. Together, we can set the stage for a new era of global prosperity, more
widely and equitably shared. In that spirit, I wish you a most stimulating conference.
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Welcome from the Secretary
Secretary--General
November 20, 2008
Greetings Delegates and Faculty,
Welcome to the 19th session of the Southern Regional Model United Nations. Our staff has
worked very hard this year to prepare a stimulating weekend of debate on some of the most
pertinent issues facing our world. You will discuss topics ranging from the effects of conflict on
sustainable development to the impact of climate change on food security. The topic of sustainable development is multi-faceted, and the solutions to these problems are not simple, but
through research, debate, and negotiation, you will leave the conference as a more informed
citizen of the world.
If this is your first Model United Nations conference, I am so glad that you will have this experience with us. Not only will our staff be ready to guide you in improving your skills, you will
also get to learn from some of the most experienced Model UN programs in the country who
attend our conference yearly. If you are a returning delegate, welcome back. The continuing
excellence of this conference is due partially to the outstanding Model United Nations programs that participate, and we’re glad that you’ve chosen to continue your Model UN education
with us.
Congratulations on your excellent preparations for the conference. We were all impressed by
the high caliber of research that you have conducted in preparing your position papers, and
hope this weekend will both enhance your knowledge and motivate you to use your skills for
the betterment of the world.
Sincerely,
Erika Pfeiler
Secretary-General
SRMUN XIX
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Distinguished Guest Speaker

Gordon Streeb is currently Visiting Professor of Economics at Emory University having retired
from The Carter Center at the end of August 2004 where he had been Associate Executive Director for Peace Programs. Ambassador Streeb joined the Center in March 1994 as a diplomatin-residence near the end of a 30 year career in the U.S. Foreign Service, a professional path
that included assignments in West Berlin, Mexico, Geneva, deputy chief of mission in New
Delhi, culminating in his appointment as ambassador to Zambia from 1990-1993. His Washington assignments included executive assistant to the Under Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs and Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Economic and Social Affairs in the Bureau International Organization Affairs.
An economist by training, Ambassador Streeb initially directed the Center’s Global Development Initiative, an innovative project to assist emerging democracies in creating sustainable
development plans. As Associate Executive Director for the Peace Program area of The Center,
Ambassador Streeb’s duties include managerial oversight for projects to prevent and resolve
conflict within nations, promote and protect human rights, observe elections in emerging democracies, and build the economic and social foundations necessary to sustain peace and
strengthen democracy.
Ambassador Streeb received bachelors degrees in chemical engineering and business administration from the University of Colorado and a Ph. D. in economics from the University of Minnesota.
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The History of SRMUN
The Southern Regional Model United Nations (SRMUN) conference was inaugurated in 1990 in
Greenville, South Carolina, with the intention of being an exemplary learning experience for undergraduate college students interested in pursuing issues of international concern. The first conference
attracted delegations from 10 schools and a total of about 100 student participants. SRMUN’s first Secretary General, Julie Pauling, was instrumental in organizing the conference. As a student member of
the Board of Directors of the National Model United Nations (NMUN) organization during 1990 - 1992,
she was convinced that establishing a regional “spin-off” would achieve two useful goals: first, schools
that sent delegations to the spring NMUN conference would be able to gain some experience at a fall
conference that would be smaller and less overwhelming to newer participants and, second, schools in
the southeastern part of the country financially unable to send delegations to NMUN would still have an
opportunity to benefit from a Model United Nations experience.
The conference site was moved to Atlanta in 1991 in order to have a location that was more central
and an area that was more attractive to interested schools. The tactic worked successfully in very little
time. Around 20 schools and 250 students participated in the second annual conference. Conference
participation over the next several years gradually increased to over 400. As SRMUN entered its second
decade of activity in 2000 delegate numbers exceeded 500 participants from approximately three dozen
campuses. Most of the schools involved in SRMUN are located in the southeastern United States, but
several colleges from outside the region also furnish delegations. It is particularly gratifying to observe
the same schools returning year after year. In addition, each year’s conference sees delegations appear
from schools sending students for the first time. A significant number of schools are also able to provide
more than one delegation. Thus, the number of countries represented at recent conferences runs typically well over 60.
During its early years (1990 – 1993) the administration of the SRMUN conference was the responsibility of NMUN’s Board of Directors. The NMUN Board was generous with its financial support to get
SRMUN off the ground. SRMUN did not have its own independent Board until 1993. In addition,
NMUN advanced the funding to SRMUN that was required to establish the conference in the amount of
a $10,000 loan. The rapid growth of the newly created conference enabled SRMUN to pay off the loan
by 1995. By that time SRMUN’s independent Board of Directors was fully established and became the
ultimate authority for the conference’s professionalism. SRMUN at this point became a fully sovereign
conference independent of and separate from NMUN and equipped with its own governing structure.
The structure of SRMUN over the years has revealed remarkable resiliency in terms of how it dealt
with what could only be referred to as growing pains. Atlanta was universally accepted as a natural
physical location for the conference. It did become necessary to change hotel conference sites on a few
occasions. However, as the conference grew in the number of attendees, first tier hotels developed substantial interest in hosting the event. From its inception, SRMUN has been held during the last half of
November, normally the week before the Thanksgiving holiday. This schedule enables delegates the
greater part of the fall semester to prepare for the conference and also allow them to enjoy a brief recess
before the final examination season commences. The conference itself traditionally runs from late
Thursday afternoon to Saturday evening.
SRMUN is a successful conference because of the loyalty and professionalism of its staff, delegates, faculty advisors, and supporters. There is no doubt that the original intention of the founders to
make SRMUN a memorable learning experience has been and continues to be fulfilled. The participants
are always eager, energetic, and devoted to their task.
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Secretariat and Staff
Erika Pfeiler
Secretary-General
Cardell Johnson
Director-General

Elizabeth Kayed
Deputy Director-General

Ana West
Under-Secretary General
for Conference Services

Kimbelian Barnes
Assistant Under-Secretary General
for Conference Services

General Assembly Plenary

Earl Fields

General Assembly First
World Trade Organization
Commission on Sustainable Development
Food And Agricultural Organization
Commission on Science and Technology for
Development

Charles Keller

African Union

David Tomaschik
Brianna Noler
Kristina Mader
Jonathan Edman

League of Arab States

Sameer Kanal

Security Council

Colleen Miller
Vicky Lopez

Human Rights Council
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Kristiana Moore
Ross Friedman
Christina Stephens
Reggie Thomas
Morgan Gibson
Justin Lamb
Kyle Rush
Courtney Moshier
Erica Little
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Board of Directors
Wayne Pfeiler
President

Laura Merrell
Vice President

Kate Logan
Secretary

Prof. Linda Morrison
Member-at-Large

Dr. Kirsten Taylor
Member-at-Large

Dr. Cindy Combs
Member Ex-Officio

Dr. Martin Slann
Member Ex-Officio

Dr. S. Rashid Naim
Member Ex-Officio

Christy Moore
Member Ex-Officio

Michael Gaspar
Executive Director, Finance

Jill Dawson
Executive Director, Operations

SRMUN is sponsored by an educational non-profit corporation, the Southern
Regional Model United Nations, Inc. The Board of Directors for SRMUN, Inc. is comprised of a five-member panel (three students and two faculty advisors) who are responsible for the overall state of the conference from year to year. Board members are
responsible for meeting three or more times a year to conduct conference business.
The Board has one-year and two-year student positions that are elected by the head
delegates. Any student who has attended SRMUN for a minimum of two years is eligible to run for a student Board position. There are two faculty positions with staggered
two-year terms. The faculty members attending SRMUN elect one faculty position during their meeting at the conference. The faculty member should be a person planning
to attend the SRMUN conference during the next two years.
Each year, the Board will appoint people to Ex-Officio positions that serve in an
advisory capacity without voting powers. The Secretary-General of the previous year is
granted an Ex-Officio position on the Board. Finally, there are several hired positions
that manage various corporate affairs for SRMUN; members holding these positions do
not have voting rights.
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Conference Schedule
11:00am-1:00pm, 2:00pm-4:30pm
12:00pm-4:00pm
12:00pm -12:45pm
1:00pm - 1:45pm
2:00 pm- 2:45pm
3:00 pm - 4:00pm
5:00pm - 6:00pm
6:00pm - 7:30pm
7:30pm - 10:30pm
10:30pm
10:45pm - 11:30am
7:00am - 8:30am
8:30am - 11:30am
9:00am - 12:00pm
11:30am - 12:30pm
12:00pm - 1:00pm
1:00pm-3:00pm
1:00pm-3:30pm
12:30pm - 5:00pm
1:00pm - 5:00pm
5:00pm - 7:00pm
7:00pm - 10:30pm
7:00pm - 11:00pm
11:15pm - 12:00am
9:00am - 11:30am
9:00am - 12:00pm
10:00am—11:00am
11:30am - 12:30pm
12:00pm - 1:00pm
12:30pm - 5:00pm
1:00pm - 5:00pm
5:30pm - 6:30pm
10:00pm - 1:00am
Group A: FAO, HRC, AU, WTO
Group B: GA Plen, GA 1st, CSTD, SC, LAS
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Thursday, November 20
Registration
Delegate Preparation Seminars
SRMUN Rules of Procedure
Learning to Caucus Effectively
Resolution Writing at SRMUN
New Delegate Orientation
Opening Ceremonies
Faculty Reception
Committee Session 1—Groups A and B
Chair & Rapporteur Selections
Head Delegates’ Meeting
Friday, November 21
Chair & Rapporteur Training
Committee Session 2—Group A
Committee Session 2—Group B
Lunch Break—Group A
Lunch Break—Group B
Faculty Program
Information and Opportunities Fair
Committee Session 3—Group A
Committee Session 3—Group B
Dinner Break
Committee Session 4—Group A
Committee Session 4—Group B
Head Delegates’ Meeting
Saturday, November 22
Committee Session 5—Group A
Committee Session 5—Group B
Faculty Meeting
Lunch Break—Group A
Lunch Break—Group B
Committee Session 6—Group A
Committee Session 6—Group B
Closing Ceremonies
Delegate Social
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Conference and Committee Locations
Opening/Closing Ceremonies

Grand Promenade

Conference Services
Head Delegates’ Meeting

Lanier
Grand Salon A/B

Chair/Rappetour Selection

Grand Salon C/D

Chair/Rappetour Training

Grand Salon A

Delegate Seminars

Grand Salon A

Information and Opportunity Fair

Grand Promenade

Faculty Meetings

Suwanee

Faculty Roundtable

Suwanee

Faculty Reception

Okeefenokee

Home Government

Grand Promenade

Delegate Social

Grand Salon

General Assembly Plenary

Grand Salon A/B

General Assembly First

Grand Salon C/D

WTO

Chattahoochee A/B

CSD

Sinclair

FAO

Chattahoochee C

CSTD

Allatoona

HRC

Savannah

African Union

Ogeechee

League of Arab States

Harding

Security Council

Rabun
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Information and Opportunity Fair
Friday, November 21
1:00 to 3:30 p.m.
General Promenade

In an effort to provide the highest caliber learning experience for SRMUN delegates, the first annual
SRMUN Information and Opportunities Fair will be held on Friday, November 21 from 1:00 to 3:30
p.m. in the General Promenade Recruiters from international organizations and graduate schools
will be on hand to answer your questions about internships, careers, and further education in the exciting world of international affairs. You are encouraged to bring your resume; however, resumes are
not required to attend. Although this takes place during the Friday afternoon session, it should not
distract from the delegates' work.
Please join us and meet representatives from the following organizations:

Amnesty International
Bread for the World
The Carter Center
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia State University
Kennesaw State University
PeaceCorps
Texas A&M University
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Graduate Programs Offered by the
Department of Political Science & Public Administration
MA in Political Science
Diverse faculty maintaining a broad research agenda
Low faculty-to-student ratio
Our graduates enroll Ph.D. programs and law school
MPPA in Public Policy and Administration
Concentrations and Research areas include Health Policy, Environmental and Transportation Policy and Planning, Human Resource Management, Budgeting and Finance, and Local Government Management
Placement record includes:
GAO
Department of Defense
MS Lt. Governor
MS Gaming Commissioner
Ph.D. in Public Policy and Administration
Dedicated to developing research and teaching skills
Our students participate in regional and national conferences. Students also have opportunities to publish while at MSU.
Small Ph.D. seminars in core areas such as budgeting, HRM, organizational theory, and public policy
Diverse faculty and student body
For more information, check our website: http://www.pspa.msstate.edu or contact: Dr. Doug Goodman at dg114@ps.msstate.edu
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SRMUN Policies
Delegate Code of Conduct
Delegates are expected to:
Remain in character by consistently advocating the interests and representing the policies of
the country assigned. To be “in character” also entails displaying respect for the opinions
and ideals of fellow delegates, even if these opinions and ideals conflict with a given delegate’s own country’s priorities.
Collaborate with fellow delegates where possible.
Conduct themselves in a courteous and professional manner at all times.
Refrain from consumption of alcohol and other drugs in committee sessions. [Note: Any issues related to illicit drugs will be immediately directed to the attention of Atlanta authorities.]
Delegates who disrupt committee sessions or create problems in the hotel may be barred
from further participation in the conference.
Dress Code
Standard delegate attire for the conference is business jacket, slacks (or skirts for women),
dress shirt (with tie for men) and dress shoes.
Shirts that expose excessive bare skin on the chest, stomach or are otherwise revealing are
inappropriate.
Clothes that reveal undergarments are inappropriate.
Men’s facial hair should be shaved or trimmed neatly.
Dress sweaters for men are generally considered too casual, unless a tie is worn underneath.
Shorts, ball caps, jeans, sneakers, sandals and sunglasses are also forbidden.
It is inappropriate for delegates to display any national symbols such as flags, pins, crests,
etc. on their person during committee sessions. UN symbols are acceptable.
Western business dress is preferred. Cultural dress is only permitted for international delegates in whose native countries professional business dress includes traditional cultural
dress. These delegates are the only individuals to whom this applies. Any delegate attempting to use cultural costume to portray a "character" will be asked to leave the committee chamber and change into clothing that is more appropriate. The SRMUN conference will not tolerate any delegate's attempt to mock traditional cultural attire or abuse it
as costume.
All clothing must adhere to guidelines that portray professionalism and modesty. If a delegate's attire is deemed inappropriate by the SRMUN staff the delegate will be asked to
leave the session and return with appropriate attire.
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SRMUN Policies
Sexual Harrasment Discrimination Policy
It is the intention of the Southern Regional Model United Nations Conference (SRMUN)
that the environment of the SRMUN conference best achieves our educational goals. The
SRMUN Executive Staff and Board of Directors will not tolerate any instances of discrimination based on race, color, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, religion, age or medical
condition.
If any delegate, staff or faculty member believes they have encountered discrimination
and/or harassment which results in a hostile working environment or disparate treatment,
they must bring it to the attention of the Secretary-General of the conference. In the event that
this is not possible, they must bring it to the attention of the President of the SRMUN Board.
The Secretary-General and a member or members of the SRMUN Board, as designated
by the SRMUN Board, must investigate the merits of the allegations, interviewing all parties
involved, and submitting a written report to the rest of the Board. Based on the investigation’s
findings, the Secretary-General, in conjunction with the Board of Directors, may:
Take no action;
Issue a verbal reprimand;
Remove an involved individual from the conference;
Implement any other action that the Board deems appropriate.
Conference Services Policies
A maximum of two delegates will be allowed in Delegate Services to work on each resolution at
any one time. Delegates are expected to write their resolutions outside of the lab, and bring
them in for typing or revision.
[NOTE: Delegates are generally seated on a first come, first serve basis. Delegates from
committees not already working at a computer in the lab will be given preference when the
lab is full. The USG for Conference Services reserves the authority to grant an earlier place
in line to a delegate.]
There will be NO FOOD OR BEVERAGES allowed in Conference Services.
Internet resources are only for research use. Delegates will not be permitted to check their email.
Once a delegate has finished typing, s/he should print the resolution and save the resolution
according to the posted guidelines.
Photocopies will be made for the delegates at a charge of $.10 per copy. This cost is used to defray the rental and repair costs for copiers at SRMUN. Working papers and resolutions approved by the Director of the committee will be copied free of charge. Application printing
is also free of charge.
Delegates may also purchase replacement badges and placards in Conference Services. Replacement badges will cost $1.00 and replacement placards will cost $5.00.
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Application Information
SRMUN applications are available online at www.srmun.org. Delegates are permitted to use
the computers in Conference Services to complete their applications. Printing of applications
is free of charge.
Chair/Rapporteur Applications
Chairs and rapporteurs play a vital role in the workings of SRMUN by assisting the Director
and AD with committee functions, such as facilitating debate, taking attendance, monitoring
the speakers’ list, and editing working papers. All delegates are encouraged to apply for a
chair or rapporteur position by first filling out the application and then participating in an
interview conducted by SRMUN staff members. In the interview, delegates will be expected
to demonstrate their knowledge of SRMUN rules of procedure, as well as their ability to lead
a committee debate.
Committee Staff Applications
The substantive staff of SRMUN remains the backbone of the conference. Staff is generally
hired in late January to early February. In conjunction with the Directors-General, both Directors and Assistant Directors will select committee topics and compose topic outlines, summaries, background guides and updates. The writing process typically begins in March and
continues throughout the summer, growing more increasingly more intensive. Directors
must attend a staff-training weekend scheduled usually scheduled in July. In the early fall,
committee staff composes updates and evaluates position papers. At the conference Directors and Assistant Directors serve as the chief substantive officers of their committees, facilitating the learning process obtain at SRMUN. Although previous Chair or Rapporteur experience is preferred, it is not required. This is a full year commitment. Please carefully consider this before applying for SRMUN Staff.
Executive Staff Applications
The responsibilities of the SRMUN executive staff are substantial but rewarding. The Director General and Deputy Director General are responsible for the substantive workings of the
conference, including hiring and motivating committee staff, deciding committee topics, and
editing of background guides and updates. The Secretary General is responsible for the business aspects of the conference, including school recruitment and correspondence. Previous
SRMUN staff experience is highly preferred for these positions, but is not required. These
positions require an extensive, full-year commitment. Consider this carefully
before applying.
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Delegations to SRMUN XIX
Algeria

Georgia State University

Angola

St. Andrews Presbyterian College

Argentina
Australia
Austria

University of North Carolina—Asheville
University of North Carolina—Wilmington
Florida State University

Bahrain

University of North Carolina—Charlotte

Belarus

University of West Florida

Belgium

University of South Florida

Brazil

Millsaps College

Burkina Faso

Millsaps College

Cameroon

University of Central Florida

Canada

College of William and Mary

Cape Verde
Chile
China
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Djibouti
DPRK
DR Congo
Egypt
Ethiopia
Finland

University of Alabama
Shorter College
Kennesaw State Model United Nations
University of North Carolina—Wilmington
North Carolina State University
Berry College
Valencia Community College—West Campus
St. Andrews Presbyterian College
Tennessee State University
University of North Carolina—Charlotte
Spelman College
University of West Florida

France

Morehouse College

Gabon

University of Florida

Gambia
Germany
19

Georgia State University
Schiller International University
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Delegations to SRMUN XIX
Ghana

Santa Fe Community College

Greece

Florida State University

India
Indonesia

Coastal Carolina University
Meredith College

Iran

Kennesaw State University Model United Nations

Iraq

Agnes Scott College

Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Kuwait
Kyrgystan
Lebanon
Libyan Arab Jihad
Madagascar
Malaysia
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico

Meredith College
University of North Carolina—Charlotte
Winthrop University
Kennesaw State University Model Arab League
Winthrop University
Greenville Technical College
University of Alabama
Wesleyan College
Santa Fe Community College
Spelman College
College of William and Mary
University of Tennessee
University of Alabama
University of South Florida

Morocco

University of North Carolina—Pembroke

Namibia

University of Tennessee

Nigeria

Berry College

Oman

University of South Carolina

Pakistan

College of William and Mary

Palestine

Lancer MUN Team of Pasadena City College

Panama
Peru

University of Florida
Lancer MUN Team of Pasadena City College
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Delegations to SRMUN XIX
Poland
Qatar
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Sierra Leone

Kennesaw State University Model United Nations
Campbell University
Queens University of Charlotte
Georgia State University Model Arab League
Georgia State University Model United Nations
Savannah State University

Slovakia

University of Central Florida

Somalia

Agnes Scott College

South Africa

University of North Carolina—Greensboro

Sri Lanka

University of North Carolina—Wilmington

Sudan
Syrian Arab Republic
Thailand

Queens University of Charlotte
Kennesaw State University Model Arab League
University of South Florida

Tunisia

University of North Carolina—Greensboro

Ukraine

University of North Carolina—Asheville

United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
United Republic of Tanzania
Uruguay
Viet Nam

Middle Tennessee State University
Macon State College
Lancer MUN Team of Pasadena City College
University of Florida
Agnes Scott College
Coastal Carolina University

Yemen

Florida State University

Zambia

Mississippi State University

Zimbabwe

Fort Valley State University
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Local Dining Options
Inside the Hotel (Light options will also be available for purchase at moderate prices during breakfast
and lunch from carts in the main dining area.)
The Finish Line
Fun, food sports. 42 televisions, pool tables and
bar games make this a
great place to join friends
and have fun. This NASCAR themed sports bar
features favorite beverages and snacks.
(11:30 am – 12:00 am)

The Coffee Bar
Light fare. For specialty
coffees, pastries and sandwiches,
Krispy Kreme doughnuts
and Starbucks coffee.
(6:00 am – 11:30 pm)

Magnolia Grille
American cuisine. A sparkling light-filled atmosphere, perfect for enjoying
a sunny breakfast or sampling one of the weekday
international luncheon buffets.
Serves breakfast, lunch and
dinner.
(6:00 am – 10:30 pm)

Andiamo
Italian cuisine. Savor
the flavors of Italy in
a relaxing trattoria.
Featuring incredible
pastas and traditionally prepared meats
and fish dishes.
(5:00pm-10:30pm)

Casual Dining—Within Walking Distance
Spondivits
Right on Virginia Ave,
two blocks on the right.
(10:00 am – 2:00 am)

Hammers
Left on Virginia Ave,
two blocks on the right.
(3:00 pm – 2:00 am)

B-52’s
Right on Virginia Ave, Right at
McDonald’s, two blocks on the
right
(3:00 pm – 2:00 am).

La Fiesta
Right on Virginia Ave,
five blocks on the right
(10:00 am – 11:00 pm)

Willy’s Mexican Grille
Left onto Virginia Ave,
bear left at the third traffic light.
Willy’s is on the right.
(10:30 am - 9:00 pm)
Malone’s
Right onto Virginia Ave,
three blocks on the right.
(10:00 – 11:00 pm)

Ruby Tuesday
Right onto Virginia Ave,
two blocks on the left
(10:00 am – 11:00 pm)

Fast Food and Pizza—Within Walking Distance
McDonald’s
Right onto Virginia Ave,
two blocks on the right
(24 hours)
Grecian Gyro
Left onto Virginia Ave,
three blocks on the left.
(Lunch hours only)

Wendy’s
Left on Virginia Ave,
three blocks on the right
(10:00 am -12:00 am)
Waffle House
Right onto Virginia Ave,
two blocks on the right
(24 hours)

KFC/Pizza Hut
Right onto Virginia Ave,
two blocks on the right
(10:00 am – 11:00 pm)
Pizza Hut
(Full restaurant location)
Left on Virginia Ave,
three blocks on the right
(10:00 am – 10:00 pm)
404.763.3481

Schlotsky’s Deli
Left onto Virginia Ave,
three blocks on the left
(10:30 am – 9:00 pm)
Johnny’s Pizza
Left onto Virginia Ave,
four blocks on the left
(10:00 am – 10:00 pm)
404.766.3727
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A Special Note of Thanks to:

Promoting Partnerships for a Sustainable Future

Erika Pfeiler
Cardell Johnson
November 20-22, 2008
Atlanta, Georgia
Liz Kayed
Ana West

Thank you for the excellent work that the four
of you have put into making SRMUN XIX a success. Without your hours of hard work and
dedication, we truly could not have a conference. The strength of SRMUN remains its people. You have proven this statement true many
times over throughout the year. We truly appreciate all that you have given to this conference.
~The Board of Directors

Thank You!

A special note of thanks to the

Help us celebrate 20
years of SRMUN!

Staff of SRMUN XIX
Thank you for volunteering your time to make this conference
possible. We truly appreciate your service!

November 19-21, 2009

Registration opens
April 1, 2009!
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Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA
Promoting
Partnerships for Arab
a Sustainable
Future
Model United
Nations/Model
League
November 20-22, 2008
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17 years participation in SRMUN
Other Conferences
In 2009
NMUN
Harvard World MUN
National Model Arab
League
SE Regional Model Arab League

Sponsor of:
KSU High School Model United Nations
Atlanta High School Model Arab League
Congratulations to other delegations for their
diligent preparation. KSU looks forward to
working with you.
Thanks to the SRMUN staff for the best regional
model UN in the country.
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